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The tools you need to raise and care for beef cattle Beef cattle farming is a business that continues

to grow in the United States and around the world, and it will only grow larger as the demand for

beef continues to increase. Raising Beef Cattle For Dummies provides you with an introduction to all

aspects of raising beef cattle. Packed with expert tips from experienced farmers, it gives any level of

cattle-raiser the tools needed to increase the quantity and quality of your farm's output and maintain

a healthy herd. Raising Beef Cattle For Dummies is the go-to resource for aspiring cattle farmers.

With important information on health, handling, and breeding, and detailed coverage of equipment

and supplies, it is teeming with useful information that anyone interested in raising cattle should

have.  Advice on which beef cattle breeds to rear The prevention and treatment of common

diseases Caring for pregnant heifers and calving procedures Dietary specifications dependent on

breed Guidance on humane management Creating an open and safe pasture habitat  If you're an

aspiring cattle farmer looking to begin raising cattle or an established raiser interested in expanding

your herd, Raising Beef Cattle For Dummies has you covered.
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We recently bought a new house that sits on about 2.5 acres and almost every year, we buy a beef

cow from someone else, have it packaged and share it with family. It's a huge money saver.Now

that I have the room, I'm very interested in raising a cow of my own but wasn't sure how hard it

would be or time consuming and was having a lot of doubts so I was very happy to see this book on

offer.I found lots of good information regarding what to feed them and how to take care of them. I



think having one or two cows is very viable for me. The book made it seem like it wouldn't be hugely

time consuming to do. Now rather than paying someone else to raise it, I'm pretty sure I could do it

on my own and I know NOTHING about animals that aren't pets. I found the book to be concise and

in language I could understand. I'm sure raising a herd is harder than just one but there was

information within the book that you could use regardless of how many you are wanting to raise.I

also found the section on breeds of cattle to be very informative. This book goes into pretty much

everything from feeding, behavior, how to prepare a pasture, etc. I was ready to call my local vet if I

had any questions but after reading, found that everything I was concerned about was covered

within the book, especially making sure your cow stays healthy because since they can't talk and

aren't the brightest animals, how would you tell when they need something before whatever that is

gets really bad and they require a vet? The book details what to watch for. I'm feeling pretty

comfortable about getting my own animal after reading.I think this book will be a very good

reference after I get the animal as well.
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